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Abstract. This note supplements a result of Inoue and Takanami (1980) who showed that 
for any function L(m) such that (i) L.(m)alog m, and (ii) lim,,, [L(m)/m2] - 0 (resp. 
lim ,,,[L(m)/m log m]=O), the class of sets of square tapes accepted by deterministic three- 
way L(m) tape-bounded two-dimensional Turing machines is incomparable with the class of sets 
of square tapes accepted by nondeterministic iresp. deterministic) two-dimensional finite 
automata. 
1. Introduction 
Several types of automata on a two-dimensional tape have been proposed., and 
some relationships among the accepting powers of those automata have been 
investigated [l--S]. 
In [5] it was shown that for any function L(m) such that 
(i) L(m)zlog m, and 
(ii) lim,,,[l(m)/m2] = 0 (resp. lim,,,[L(m i/m hg m] = O), 
the class of sets of square tapes accepted by deterministic three-way L(m) tape- 
bounded two-dimensional Turing machines [4, 51 is incomparable with the class 
of sets of square tapes accepted by nondeterministic (resp. deterministic) two- 
dimensional finite autom +~1[1, 21. This short paper supplements the above result, 
and shows that for any fully space constructible function L(m) such that log log m s 
L(m > =s log m, the class of sets of square tapes accepted by three-way L(m) tape- 
bounded two-dirnensional Turing machines is incomparable with the class of sets 
of squxe tapes accepted by two-dimensknal finite automata. 
2. Preliminaries 
Definition 2.1. Let C be a finiie set of symbols. A two-dimensional tape over C is 
a two-dimensional rectangular array of elements of C. 
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The set of all two-dimensional tapes over C is denoted by 6’2’. Given a tape x 
in zt2’ , we let II(x) be the number of rows of X, and Z2(x) be the number of columns 
of x. If 1. ~.i s It(x) and l+=&(x), we let x(i, j) denote the symbol in x with 
coordinates (i, i). Furthermore, we define 
x[(I’, j>, ii’, j'>l, 
only when 1 s+G~‘sZ~(X) and l~j~j’ G /&), as the two-dimensional tape z 
satisfying the following: 
(i) lr(z)=i’-i+l and f&)=j’-j+l; 
[ii) foreach k, b; (Luke&, ls~&(z)), z(~,~)=~(k+i-l,r+i-1). 
We briefly recall three-way two-dimensional Turing machines. (See [4] for more 
details on this subject.) A three-way two-dimensional Turing machine 44 has a 
read-only two-dimensional input tape with boundary sumbols #: and one semi- 
in~nite storage tape. (Of course, 1M has a finite control, an input tape head, and a 
storage-tape head.) The action of n/l is similar to that of the one-dimensional Turing 
machine [6], which has a read-only input tape with endmarkers and one semi-in~nite 
storage tape, except that the input head of 1M can move right, left or down (but 
not up). IM starts in its initial state, with the input head on the upper left-hand 
corner of an input t;-.pe X, and with all cells of the storage tape blank. We say that 
IEf accepts the tape x if M eventually halts in an accepting state. We denote by 
7”(M) the set of 311 two-dimensional tapes accepted by M: Let L;(m) : N + R be a 
function with one variable m; where N is the set of all positive integers and R is 
the set of all nonnegative real numbers. 
A three-way two-dimensional Turing machine M is said to be L, (m ) tape-bounded 
if for each x in Ir(M) with II(X) = /z(x) = m, there is an accepting computation of 
M on s where A4 does not scan more than [L(m)] cells* on the storage tape. By 
TRTM’(/,(m 1) (DTRTM”(L(u~z I)), we denote a nondeterministic (deterministic) 
three-way LO?I 1 tape-bounded two-dimensional Turing machine whose input tapes 
arc restricted to square ones. 
WC denote a n~~~deter~i~isti~ ~de~er~~~~~istic ) ~~~~-di~~le~~si~na~ smite al~~~~~ato~~ 
[I, 21 by 2-P&% (2-D&. By 2-NA’ (2-DA’), we denote a 2-NA (2-DA) whose 
input tapes are restricted to square ones. Define 
y[TRTM”(L(m I)] = {ri T = T(1M) for some TRTM”(L(n? 1) n/f)+ 
~~DTRTM’(L(uI ))1,9[2-NA”] and 3’[2-DA”] are defined similarlv. w 
‘h’e need the following concept in the next section. 
Definition 2.2. A function Urn ): ,V -+ R is fzdlj* spcrce ;onstr:rctible if there is a 
tme-dimensional deterministic Turing machine M which, when given a string of 
length UI, halt% after its read-write head has visited exactly iL(llz) 1 tape cells of 
the skoragc tape, where .!I1 has a read-onIy input tape with endm+ers and one 
semi-infinite storage taje [6]. ‘W 
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3. Results 
As stated in the introductory section, this section shows that for any full 
space constructible function L(m) such that log log m 4!,(m) s log m,* both 
.Z[DTRTM”(L(m))] and .Z[TRTM’(L(m))] are incomparable with both Z[2-Da”] 
and 9[2-NA”]. 
We first give a preliminary result. For each m 2 2 and each 1 c n s m - 1, an 
(m, n)-chunk is a pattern (over (0,l)) as shown in Fig. 1, where xl E (0, I}‘*‘, 
m-l 
I 
x2 m x1 
1 
ir m 
Fig. 1. (m, n)-chunk. 
x2 E {O}“‘, II = m - 1, Z&l) = n, &(x2) = m and 12(_1:~) = m - n. Let M be a 2-NA” 
whose input alphabet is (0, l), and let # be the boundary symbol of M. For spy 
(m, n)-chunk X, we denote by x( # ) the pattern (obtained from x by surrounding 
x by #‘s) as shown in Fig. 2. Below, we assume without 109; of generality that &I 
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Fig. 2. 
enters or exits the pattern x (#) only at the face designated by the bold line in 
Fig. 2. Thus, the number of the entrance points to x(#) (or the exit points from 
x(#)) for M is n +3. “we suppose that these entrance points (or exit points) are 
numbered 1,2, . . . , n + 3 in an appropriate way. Let P = {1,2, . . . , n + 3) be the 
set of these entrance points (or exit points). For each i E P and each q E K it*:’ is 
2 Below, let the base of logarithms be 2. 
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the set of states of M) ,‘I& M,,,, (x (#)) be a subset of P x K u {L} which is defined 
as follows (L is a new symbol): 
41) (j,pkMi,g’(XwJ e 
e when M enters the pattern x(#) in state 4 and at position i, it may 
eventually exit x (#) in state p and at point j. 
(2) L E M,,)(x(#)) e 
a when M enters the pattern x (#) in state 4 and at position i, it may 
not exit x( #) at all. 
Let X, y be any two different (m, n)-chunks. We say that x and y arc M-equivalent 
if, for any (i, 4) E P x K. Mti,,,(x( #)) = Mti,&y( #)). Thus, M cannot distinguish 
between two (m, n&chunks which are M-equivalent. Clearly, M-equivalence is an 
equivalence relation on (m, n )-chunks, and we get the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. There are at most (2’n+3’kt’)“‘+3’k M-equicalence classes of (m, n)- 
chunks, where k is the number of states of M. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [2, L zmma 4.31. III 
By using Lemma 3.1 we prove the following key lemma. 
I,emma 3.2. Let L(m ) : N + R be any fully space constructible function such that 
log log m s L(m ) s log m, and let 
T[L’]=(XE!fl, 1}‘Z’j3m~L[ll(x)=Ir:r)=m &3i (2Siim) 
(1) T[L]E.Y[DTRTM”(L(~ ))I, and 
121 T[L]U’[2-NA’]]. 
Proof. f 1 i The set T[IJ is accepted by a DTRTM”(L(m )) A4 which acts as follows. 
Suppose that an input s with I*(x) = Iz(_x j = m (m 2 2) is presented to M. While 
moving on the first row of X, M first marks off exactly [L(m)] cells of the storage 
tape by using the number rn of columns of X. (This action is possible because L(m) 
is fully space constructible.) M then stores the segment x[(l, I), (1, [L(m); )] on 
the storage tape. (Of course, M uses the [L(m)] cells marked off above.) After 
that, N simply checks whether the stored segment x[( 1, l), (1, [L(m)] )] is identical 
with some segment x[(i, I), <i, [L(m)])] (2 s i s m), and M accepts the input x’ if 
the check is successful. It will be obvious that T(M) = T[L]. 
(2) Suppose that 7’[L] is accepted by some 2-NA” M with k states. We can 
assume without loss of generality that when M accepts a tape x in T[L], it h;?lts 
on the upper left-hand corner of I-, and that n/r necer falls off an input tape out 
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of the boundary symbol #. For each m 2 2, let 
V(m) = {X E{O, 1}‘2’1 f*(X) = ,2(x) =m &x[(l, l), Cm, [L(m)l)lE{O. V2’ 
& x[(I, iUm>1 +0, b-2. m>34W2’), 
and 
Y(m)={y E{O, 1}‘2’/z1(y)= 1&/2(y)= w4d-l. 
Clearly, 1 Y(m)1 = 2 rLtm)1 (where for any set A, jAl derrotes the number of elements 
of A), and so we let Y(m) =(yr, ~2,. . . , y9~l4). For each m a2, let I?(m)= 
(row(x)lx E V(m)}, where, for each x in V(m), row(x)={yj E Y(m)1 
x[(i, l), (i, [L(mll)] is Yj for some i (2 G i s m)}. Clearly, 
IR(m)l I= 
1 
(2r’~‘1)+(2r~m”)+. . . +(T";', if2r~-(m~l~m_1 
(2r~~")+...+(2:::"::)-22rrln'1 -1 otherwise. 
Note that B = {p I for some x in V(m), p is the pattern obtained from x by cutting 
the part x[(l, 11, (1, [L(m)])] off} is the set of all (m, [L(m)l)-chunks. By Lemma 
3.1 there are at most 
E(m)=(2 
(rLtm)]+3)k+l trh)i+m 
) 
“There exist two tapes X, y in V(m) such that 
(.i> for some row p in Q but not in Q’, 
x[(l, u (1, [Urn ,1 ,I = y[L l), (1, rum 11 >I = P, 
(ii) 
(iii) 
from 
row(x) = Q and row(y) = Q’, and 
both pX and py are in Ci, where pr (p,) is the (m, [L(m)])-chunk obtained 
x (from y) by cutting the part x[(l, I), (1, [L(m)] >] (the part 
M-equivalence classes of (m, [L (m )] )-chunks. We denote . :hese M-equivalence 
classes by Cl, 6’2, . . . , CEtm ). Since log log m s L(m) G log m, It follows that, for 
large m, IRIm jI N?(m). For such m, there must be some Q. Q’ (Q Z Q’) in R(m 1 
and some Ci (1s i G E(m)) such that the following statement holds: 
As is easily seen, x is in TEL], and so x is F&ccepted by M. It follows that y is 
also accepted by M, which is a contradiction. (Xote that y is not in T[L]J This 
completes the proof of (2). q 
Let 
7-l = {x E (0, 1}‘2’ 137~ a2 C&(X) = /2(X) = m 
& x[(l, l), (1, WI =xW, 1): (2, Nllb 
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As shown in [4, Lemma 3.1.1, TI is in Z’[2-DA”), but not in Z[TRTM”(L(m))] fk 
any L(m) such that lim,,,[L(m)/m] = 0. F “ram this fact and Lemma 3.2 we can 
get the following result. 
Theorem 3,3. For any fully space constructible function L(m) : N + R such that 
log lag m c L(m) G log m, bothZ[DTRM”(L!,m))] andZ’[TRTM”(L(m))] are incom -
parable with both 9[2-DA”] and 9[2-NA”]. 
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